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Ethel Rosenberg : An AmericanEthel Rosenberg : An American
TTrragedyagedy
by Anne Sebba
This biography of the wife and mother
executed for espionage-related crimes tells
how despite the flimsy evidence against her,
refused to incriminate her husband and
faced the death penalty for a crime she
didn’t commit.

Here, Right Matters : An AmericanHere, Right Matters : An American
StoryStory
by Alexander Vindman
The former U.S. Army lieutenant, whose
decision to report a phone call from former
President Donald Trump to the President of
Ukraine led to an impeachment, recounts
his Ukrainian childhood and career as an
intelligence official.

Justice Rising : Robert KJustice Rising : Robert Kennedy'sennedy's
America in Black and WhiteAmerica in Black and White
by Patricia Sullivan
"A leading civil rights historian places
Robert Kennedy for the first time at the
center of the movement for racial justice of
the 1960s-and shows how many of today's
issues can be traced back to that pivotal
time"

The TThe Truth About the Oruth About the O.j. Simpson.j. Simpson
TTrial : By the Architect of therial : By the Architect of the
DefenseDefense
by F. Lee Bailey
It was called "The Trial of the Century."
Beloved football sensation, O.J. Simpson
was famous for his prowess on the field, his
good looks, and his charm. But all that
changed the night his ex-wife Nicole Brown

Simpson and her friend Ron Goldman were brutally
slaughtered in her front yard late at night on June 12, 1994.

All That She Carried : The JourneAll That She Carried : The Journeyy
of Ashleof Ashley's Sack, a Black Familyy's Sack, a Black Family
KKeepsakeepsakee
by Tiya Miles
MacArthur fellow Miles (The Dawn of
Detroit) unpacks an entire, profoundly
moving history from a simple cotton bag
known as Ashley's Sack, displayed at the
Smithsonian's National Museum of African

American History and Culture.

The Plague YThe Plague Year : America in theear : America in the
Time of CoTime of Covidvid
by Lawrence Wright
Honoring to the medical professionals
around the country who’ve risked their lives
to fight the virus, the Pulitzer Prize-winning
author provides essential information—and
fascinating historical parallels—examining
the medical, economic, political, and social

ramifications of the COVID-19 pandemic.

TTo Po Poison a Nation : The Murderoison a Nation : The Murder
of Robert Charles and the Rise ofof Robert Charles and the Rise of
Jim Crow PJim Crow Policing in Americaolicing in America
by Andrew D. Baker
"An explosive, long-forgotten story of police
violence in New Orleans that exposes the
historical roots of today's criminal justice
crisis"

KKennedy's Aennedy's Avvenger :enger :
Assassination, ConspirAssassination, Conspiracyacy, and the, and the
FForgotten Torgotten Trial of Jack Rubrial of Jack Rubyy
by Dan Abrams
Two New York Times best-selling authors
examine the story behind the bizarre trial of
Jack Ruby, a Dallas nightclub owner who
murdered Lee Harvey Oswald, the accused
assassin of President John F. Kennedy, live

on national television.
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BrBrainscapes : The Wainscapes : The Warped, Warped, Wondrous Maps Written in Yondrous Maps Written in Your Brour Brain-and How Theain-and How They Guide Yy Guide Youou
by Rebecca Schwarzlose
A path-breaking journey into the brain shows how perception, thought and action are products of “maps” etched into your gray
matter—and how technology can use them to read your mind.

Chasing the Thrill : Obsession, Death, and Glory in AmericaChasing the Thrill : Obsession, Death, and Glory in America's Most Extr's Most Extraordinary Taordinary Treasure Huntreasure Hunt
by Daniel Barbarisi
An intrepid treasure hunter documents his chaotic, 4-year search for a chest of jewels concealed in the wilderness, its location described
in a cryptic poem and hidden by an eccentric millionaire art dealer upon his fatal cancer diagnosis in 2010

In the Heights : Finding HomeIn the Heights : Finding Home
by Lin Manuel Miranda, Quiara Alegria Hudes, and Jeremy McCarter
The eagerly awaited follow-up to the #1 New York Times bestseller Hamilton: The Revolution, Lin-Manuel Miranda's new book gives
readers an extraordinary inside look at In the Heights, his breakout Broadway debut, written with Quiara Alegría Hudes, soon to be a
Hollywood blockbuster.

JaJayne Mansfield : The Girl Couldnyne Mansfield : The Girl Couldn't Help It't Help It
by Eve Golden
Jayne Mansfield was driven not just to be an actress but to be a star. One of the most iconic sex symbols of her time, she was known for
her platinum blonde hair, hourglass figure, outrageously low necklines, and flamboyant lifestyle. Hardworking and ambitious, Mansfield
proved early in her career that she was adept in both comic and dramatic roles, but her tenacious search for the spotlight and her risqué
promotional stunts caused her to be increasingly snubbed in Hollywood.

NeNext Job, Best Job : A Headhunter's 11 Strxt Job, Best Job : A Headhunter's 11 Strategies to Get Hired Nowategies to Get Hired Now
by Rob Barnett
If you're struggling to find work in an uncertain job market, Next Job, Best Job by headhunter Rob Barnett delivers game changing
strategies to get you hired now. For readers at any phase of a career, Barnett saves you months of wasted time surfing random job
postings and uploading resumes into oblivion. His new process gives you the end-to-end tools to find the work you want.

This Country : My Life in PThis Country : My Life in Politics and Historyolitics and History
by Chris Matthews
A sweeping memoir of American politics and history from a New York Times bestselling author and former host of MSNBC’s Hardball
with Chris Matthews

When Evil LivWhen Evil Lived in Laurel : the "ed in Laurel : the "White Knights" and the Murder of VWhite Knights" and the Murder of Vernon Dahmerernon Dahmer
by Curtis Wilkie
The inside story of how a courageous FBI informant helped to bring down the KKK chapter responsible for a brutal civil rights-era killing.

American PAmerican Portrortrait : The Story of Us, Tait : The Story of Us, Told bold by Usy Us
by PBS
Based on the popular and revolutionary PBS multiplatform documentary project, an inspiring and striking photographic portrait that
brilliantly captures the tumultuous, historic year that was 2020, offering an intimate look at the heart and soul of our national life and
what it means to be an American today, revealed through the stories of ordinary people from sea to shining sea.
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